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ABSTRACT

253

This paper considera some atrategiea for estimating a demand
system with fixed effecta. It appeara that if one models conaumer demend
in e utility consistent way, these effects enter non-linearly in the
equations. We derive conaistent limited end full information minimum
distance estimatora for the atructural paremeters and eatablísh their
esymptotic propertiea. The limited information estimators are much easier
to compute than the full information onea end en empirical illuatration
suggests that the efficiency gain is rather amall.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are various reasons to expect that individusl effects will

occur in models expleining consumer demand on the basis of micro panel
data. The fpremost reason is the existence of unobservable individual
taste differencea. A second reason may be that there are individual ef-
fects in the measurement of consumption. Since many consumer expenditure
surveys use diaries to record expenditures, individuel effects in the way
expenditurea are being measured are easily conceivable. The latter resaon
hes rather looae implicationa for the apecifications of demend syatems,
end as a result one will generally tend to follow common prectice and
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enter individuel effects additively in each equation. The first reeson for
entering individual effecta suggeats the i~position of a wre restrictive
structure.

If individual effects are due to unobservable taste differences,
then they should enter de~end syste~a in such a wey that the usual
i~plications of utility theory such as ho~ogeneity hold up. As will be
seen ín Section 2 of this paper, thia iaplies that individuel effects
enter non-linearly. If individual effecta are taken to be fixed, then
their presence introduces the fa~iliar incidental para~eters probles. On
the other hand the esawption that individual effects are rendos,
generally also iapliea thet the effects are diatributed independently of
the explanatory variablea auch as total expenditures in the syste~. Thia
independency property ~sy be lesa satiafactory in the context of a life
cycle hypothesis (LCH) ~odel rith two-atage budgetting. Due to the first
atage allocation deacribed by an Euler equation (see e.g. Alesaie and
Kapteyn (1989)), total expenditurea vill in general itaelf be a function
of the incidental pareaetera. Conaequently the individunl effecta will be
correlated with total expenditurea in the deaend eyste~, which describes
the aecond atage allocation. A different exa~ple would arise in the con-
text of lebor supply, where leiaure is one of the goods considered. The
price of leiaure (the rage rnte) ia dependent on the lnbor ~arket híatory
of the índividual end on unobservable characteriatics. To the extent that
the unobservable characterietics are related to the teate differences
eabodied in the individual effecta, re ~ay expect the effects to be
related to the wage rate.

(iiven that in ~any inatances distributional asauoptions about
rando~ effects in a de~and syatea are i~plausible (for exa~ple that they
are independent of total expenditures) or arbitrary (if a particular
distribution function has to be adopted) we conaider in thia paper only
the ~odelling of fixed individual effecta. in a utility consíatent way. We
atart out by giving a nu~ber of exa~plea of deaend ayate~a rhere in-
dividual effecta are entered to repreaent teste variation acrosa
consur.era. In all exe~plea the effecta enter non-linearly. The literature
rould suggeat that, in the ceae where the nu~ber of obaervetional units
gces to infínity but Lhe nuaber of ti~e perioda re~ains finite, this
spoila consiatency of ell para~eter esti~ates, including the estiaates of
the etructurnl pareaetera. It turns out that in the present case the
incldental pare~eter proble~ caused by the indívidual effecta dces not
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prevent one from finding consistent estimatea of the non-incidentel struc-
tural parametera. We provide n reasonably general fremework for this type
of model in which consistent and asymptotically efficient estimation of
the non-incidental structural paremeters is possible. In Section 2 we
introduce individual effects in e number of demand systems. In Section 3
we develop e fairly generel framework for the estimation of the non-
incidental parameters of these demand systems. More specifically, in
Sections 4 and 5 limited and full information estimators are proposed. By
way of exemple, in Section 6, the approaches elaborated in the preceding
two Sections are epplied to a consumer expenditure panel in the
Netherlands, for which the Linear Expenditure System is estimated. Section
7 concludes.

2. INDIVIDUAL EFFECI'S IN UTILII'Y CONSISTENT MODELS

In this Section we illustrate for some demand aystems how in-
dividual effects cen influence preference parameters and end how they
enter the functional form of the Mershallien demand equationa.

Let G be the number of gooda. possibly including different kinds
of leisure. Let the price of the i-th good faced by household h(h~1,..,H)
in period t be denoted by Pith' ~d the corresponding expenditure on that

good by the h-th household in that period by Yith' 1~1,...,0. Let (full)

total expenditures of household h in period t be denoted by xth. We con-

sider some well-known demand aystema:

Linear Expenditure System(LES):

yith ~ mipith `~i(xth - ff mjpjth)' i.j~1,...,0. (2.1)

OF course there are a number of different ways in which this system can be
extended to ellow for differences between households, either due to obser-
vable taste shifters or unobservable individual effecta. ~e first (well-
known) point to be made ia that one cennot simply add household specifíc
constanta to the equation which would represent these effects end at the
seme time maintain conformity with utility theory. If, for instance, we
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would add índividuel effecta bih to equation (2.1) then it is easy to see

that hor.og~eneity requires that all bih are identically equal to zero.

M obvious strategy that ~aintaina confor~ity with utility theory
ia to t.ake pararaetera of the utility function dependent on household
characteristica. In the present case, for inatance, it ~ey be convenient
to allow the ac-s to differ acroas households, notationally by adding
subscripta h and t and then parar.eterizing the oci~ as follows:

.aci~ z iz~ t rih, (2-2)

where zth repreaents a K-vector of houaehold characteristics. 7'he Yih are

individuel effects. This parar.eterization e~ounts to trenslating as
defined by Pollak and Malea [8].

Inaerting (2.2) into (2.1) yielda

yith a bizthpith ~ifJbjzthpjth' ~ixth' rihpith- ai~jhpjth (2.3)

For ~eny purposes ít is convenient to write the eyate~ (2.3) in
r.atrix notation, es followa. Define y~h as the (i-vector with typical

eler.ent 3'ith ~d define the 0-vectora pth. ~., Yh aiailarly. Let e be the

(lx1C-~atrix vith rowa bi. The K colur.ns are denoted by bk. Next we define:

~i; :a diag(rhI - s~rh. ck :. diag(bk) - ~~bk.

where diag( ) indicates a diagonal r.atrix with the ele~ents of the vector
as diagonal ele~ents. Given this notation we can write (2.3) as

yth a --hpth ' ~-xth ; C-(zth~th) (z.4)

where C':a (Ci, C2,.. , Ck). The ~atrix Ah now containa the individual

effects.
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Generalized LFS.

The linear expenditure systea can be generelised in various ways.
One generalization, used for instance by Blundell and Walker (2] is the
following one:

yith i ~Bij(pithpjth)~ ~ ~i{xth - fJkejk(pjthpkth)}} (2-5)

If 91~z0 for all ifj, then (2.5) reducea to the LES. In this case a con-

venient parameterization is to add subscripta t and h to the eii'
i-1,...,G, and write

~
eiith ~ izth ~ Yih

Inserting this into ( 2.5) yielda

} ~
yith ~jf{iel~(pithpjth) ` bizthpith ` rihpith }

(2.6)

~i(xth - ~kf{jBjk(pjthpkth)} - ffbjzthpjth - ffrjhpjth~ (2'7)

Let qth be the C-vector with typicnl elevent Dith' ~d let 6 be the oatrix

of ocder G with typical element 9i, for i~j end with zeroa on the

diagonal. Then we can write (2.7) in vector notation as followa:

yth ` diag(qth)~th' -~hpth' C.(zthOpth) '~ xth- ~ 9Ch~th (2.8)

Although this equation is alightly oore cosplicated than (2.4), individuel
effects entec.in exactly the saae wey.

Heusman Ruud'

Both specificetions dealt with so far are exaloples of Goroan Poler
Forms (GPF). Mother exeople of a CPF-apecification is the following one,
introduced by Hausaen and Ruud [5] ( we now write the syatea iuedistely ín
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vector for~at; since the G-th good is o~itted, by applying the adding up
restriction, we oait asterisks in an otherwise analogous notation):

yth - ath ~ ~th ~ ~gth'

where

~th- a ~ xth - ~thath - }~th~th'

(2.9)

(2.10)

Here the vector yth is e vector of G-1 quentitiea consu~ed, xth'-

xth~pOth' where pGth is the price of the G-th good, vth is a(G-1)-vector

with typical eleaent vith ' pith,pGth' a(e scalar), acth (a (G-1)-

vector), 6(a (G-1)x(G-1) ~atrix), are para~eters. We íntroduce individuel
effects enalogous to (2.2):

ath ~ eyth ; rh' (2.11)

where e and rh are a ( CixIS)~atrix end (Oxl)-vector of para~eters respec-

tively.
Inaerting (2.11) end (2.10) into (2.9) yields:

yth - 7h - Bhvth ~ Az~ - ~zthe~~th a ~th ;

~xth ~ ~ - ~~7~eVth, (2.12)

where Bh . ~rh. Individual effecta enter through rh end Bh. This

representa e slightly different structure than Ah in (2.4) and (2.8).

Almost Ideal Demand Syste~(AIDS):

The íntroduction of individual effects into Deaton and Muell-
beuer's [3] AIDS yields a structure that is exactly identical to the
previous one, given a redefinition of so~e variables. For the sake of
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brevity we do not give a derivation, but just present the resulting demand
system:

yth ' éh - Bhpth . ezth - ~-pthZth ~ ~th `

~B`lnxth .p`a - ip`Pth~th' (2.13)

where pth is a vector of log-prices, yth is a vector of budget shares, Bh

.- !3`Yh. The similarity in structure between (2.12) and ( 2.13) is obvious.

The structures ( 2.4) and (2.8) on the one hand and (2.12) and
(2.13) on the other hand are all members of a rather wide clasa of models
for which efficient estimation will be considered in the next aections.

3. ESTIMATION OF DEMAND SYSTEMS WITH INDIVIDUAL EFFECTS

To motivate our estimetion strategy, we first rewrite the LES in
metrix format. After that, the general fremework for the estimation of
demand aystems is considered and notation is introduced. In the previous
section we considered the following variant of the L.E.S.:

K
Y` '~ P 'A"i x ~~~~ ~ z p ~G., ~ Em ~
th th h th k-1 thk th k th ' (3.1)

where we have tranaposed all vectors in (2.4) end added an error term. The
(Gxl) disturbence vector eth is assumed to be i.i.d. for all t end h, with

expectetion zero end covarience matrix L'.
Since y~h~l0i xth' Eth10~ 0 end consequently the coveriance matrix

is singular,,it ia ellowed to drop one equetion in (3.1) in estimation
(cf. Barten~ (1969)). We have chosen to drop the last one. Conaequently,
the model to be eatimated has the following form:

yth z pthAh~ xth~. ` (zth~th)G~ ~ Eth~' (3'2)
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The vectora Yth' Eth ~d p conaiat of the firat (G-1) coaponenta of the

vectora y'th' Eth and ~' respectively. Ah and Ck can be obtained fros Ah

and Ck by deleting their last row.

Write (3.2) in ~atrix for~at as followa:

Y- PA4 XBt E

where

Y . (THx((3-1)), where Yt:L

ytl

yth

ytH

(Hx(G-1))

(3.3)

X1
X2 xtl' Ztleptl

X :- -:- (THx(KGtl)), vhere Xt : s : (Hx(KG~1))

'j~ xtH' ZtH-'tH

A':s (A1. a2..... AH) (lG-1)xox). B:- f~,, ((dK~llx((3-1)).

P :-

pll' 0 ....0
0 p12~
0 ' p1H'

.
T1

0

( THxGH ) , 9 : a vec ~- ~- J .
B

We cen interpret the ele~enta of A and B as reduced for~ paraaetera. The
reletion between the reduced for. para~etera in 9 and the pareraetera of
intereat q:~ (r', ~', bl', ..,bK)' can be written as followa:

vec(A')- (IH~ D)r (3.4)
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P - P

vec(C) ~ (IKO D)b

where r.- (rl'. r2'. . ..,rN')', b.- (bi, b2,.... bK)'.

a
D :-~Fle~e~0(e~-~),

261

(3.5)

(3.6)

where e~ ís the j-th unit vector end e~ ís e3 with ita last element

omitted.
The model ( 3.3) and the reletions (3.4)-(3.6) are apeciel cases

of the following model:

y~ pgl ~ X92 ~ E~ y6 a E,

81 :~ vec(ei) - Al(e2)r.

e2 :~ vec(A2) ~ A2(82);.

(3.7)

(3.a)

(3.9)

where the disturbance matrix E hes expectation zero, with variance
covariance matrix given by E(ee') ~ F.oI,I.H, with e:~ vec(E). The size of
O1 is mlxg, and the size of A2 ís m2xg, where g is either equal to G or to
G-1, depending on the demand system under consideration, and ml ia propor-

tionel to N. Note that in the framework (3.7)-(3.9) sYmbols have a
different meaning than in the various demand aystems considered hitherto.
Generally, no confusion will arise from this. For LES the vector 81 is

equel to vec(A'), whereas 82 atacks p end vec(C) under one another. The

definitions, of A1 and A2 for the case of LES ahould be obvious. Notice

thet for LES, A1 and A2 depend only on a part of the vector 92, namely p.

The reduced form paremeters in (3.~) are related to the paremeters
of interest Y and ; through relations (3.8) and (3.9). Not only LES but
also the other demand aystema conaidered in Section 2 cen be written in
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this form. The size oF the parameter vector Y grows with the number of
householda. We asauwe that the number of households H may grow to in-
finity, but the number of time periods T is taken to be finite.

Direct application of the maximum likelihood technique to (3.~)
(under the additional assumption that the disturbances in the demand
equationa follow a nor~al distribution) ia rather cumbersome for various
reasons. The number of eleaenta in r is proportional to H; in the case of
LES it ia equal to C~i. This makes direct maximization of a likelihood with
respect to the paremetera in mmny casea impractical. As the parameters in
r do not enter linearly, there ia no obvioua way of concentrating the
likelihood with reapect to these paremetera. Without further analysis it
is also not clear that the ML-estimator, even if it could be computed,
would be consistent for the elements of T, ea the fixed effects entec non-
linearly. It is well-known that if the number of paremetera tends to
infinity with the number of obaervationa ( the so-called incidental
parametera problem), conaiatency of maximum-likelihood ia often lost (see,
for inatence, Naieo ( 1986)). Yet. as will be aeen ahortly, for the class
of models conaidered here the conatruction of tractable consistent es-
timatora is rather easy.

The crucinl obaervation here is that for 82 it is eesy to

conatruct a conaiatent estimator ( for H going to infinity). Model (3.7) is
e syatem of aeemingly unrelated linear regresaion equationa with identical
regressora in each equation. The co~putation of the (l1S (~OIS) estimators
of 92 ia a matter of elementary projection. Qiven the estimator of 6Z,

computation of the eatimator of A1 ia atraightforward. For the case of
LFS, thie ia elaborated in Section 6.

(iiven that we have a conaistent eatimator for 82, with known

asymptotic diatribution, we can adopt varioua atrategiea to obtain consis-
tent estimators for j. So~e of the atrategies are efficient and othera are
not. To be able to explain the atrategiea, define the G1S-estimator of A

by e and use (3.8) end (3.9) to write

e : ~(e2)n ~ u. l3.io)
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where ~:~ (r', T~)~. and u hes expectation zero and variance covarience

metrix 4-( Z'Z-10L), and where A(82) ia the block-diagonal satrix with

blocks A1(82), and A2(82). Secondly, combine (3.7)-(3.9) to obtain

y :3 vec(Y) - (IgOZ)KgmB ~ e ~ (IgoZ)KgmA(82)q ' e, (3.11)

where K is e commutation matrix, i.e. K~vec(9) ~ vec(9').
8m
One can distinguish two broad classea of estimation stretegies.

The firat class takes equation (3.9) as e atarting point. Given that 82

can .be estimated conaistently, the conatruction of conaiatent eatir.ators

of T is atandard. In principle, one may expect that by concentrating on

(3.9) and ignoring (3.8), one loosea information end hence efficiency. On

the other hand, the use of (3.8) introducea the incidental parameters

problem, whích might be thought to apoil consiatency of estimatora based

on (3.8) and (3.9) ,(ointly. We wíll diacuss the propertiea of estiaetors

based on both strategies conaecutively in Sections 4 and 5.

In the derivation of the esymptotic diatríbutions we ignore the fact that

i has to be eatimated. According to atandard theory, replacing E by a

conaistent eatimate dces not affect the esymptotic diatributions of the

various eatimatora we are intereated in. Also we did not make any

provisions for the poasibility that the explenatory variable totel expen-

ditures may be endogenous. The latter point could ectually be taken care

of rather atraightforwardly by estimating the peremetera 61 and 92 ap-

pearing in (3.~) by meana of instrumental variables techniques (the

instruments ahould be strictly exogenous).

4. FSTIMATORS BASED ON (3.9)

A stochastic version of (3.9) cen be written as followa:

82 a A2(82)T ~ u2 (4.1)
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This ís juat the lower part of (3.10). The variance covariance eatrix of

u2 is lcnarn. It ia denoted as H lY'. Thia notatlon bringa out the fact that

82 1s a conaiatent eati~ator of 82. Bquation (4.1) suggesta the estíaetion

of ; by sa~e for~ of OL.S. Thua we conaider eati~atora oP the folloving

foc~:

~ ~ R(82)82. R(92) :~ (A2W1~2)-lÁ2W-1~ (4.2)

where A2 :~ A2(92) and 92 is so~e consistent estíaator for 92. By varying

the estioatora for 82 we generate different estioators for ;. If in A2 the

true value of 82 is inserted we o~it the argur.ent 82 and si~ply write A2

and R reapectively. The weighting ~atrix W can be chosen by the resear-

cher, so that by varying W we generate different esti~ators as well. M

optir.el choice for W is considered below.

More for~elly, we define a clasa of eati~ators {;n}n-2 of T as

follovs:

tl :- e2. ;2 :a B(tl)e2. t2 :~ A2(tl)i2 (4.3)

;n 'z R(tn-1)g2' tn 'L A2(tn-1);n
(4.4)

In order to derive the asy~ptotic distribution oF ;n for arbitrary

n we need varioua derivatives and further definitions:

D2 :z aveclA2)I~2. ~ :- (;'oI)D2

M2 :- I - A2(A2W-lA2)-lA2W-1.

(4.5)

(4.6)

With sooe effort one can establiah that in the true pareseter point, there
holds
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~[R(82)ti~~~(g2) ~ [(A2W-lA2)-1QtiW-1M2~pZ -

[tiR,Q(AZw-lAZ)-lAZW-1~D2.
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(4.7)

Since ti as defined above is conaiatent for 82 for all i and because, for

the purpose of deriving asymptotic diatributiona, the derivative (4.7)
only needs to be evaluated in the probability limit oF ti we can ignore

the first term on the right hand aide, because 92W 1M2 -;'A2W 1M2 ~ 0. By

the seme reasoning, the aecond term evaluated in the true parameter point
becomes equal to -RL.

(31ven ell this it ie easy to see that

~;n~~t~-1 `-RL, ~;n~~92 ~ R, atn~cl;~ ~ A2,

~tn~~tn-1 ' L- A2RL, ~tn~~92 ~ A2R (4.8)

Note that the joint asymptotic variance covariance matrix (avar

for short) of 82 and tl is equel to

(Q ,~[I. Q1~.
1

where Q1 ~ I. Let the avar of 92 and tn be equsl to

(Q ,~[I. Qn~.
n

then the avar of 82 and tn~l will be of the aeme form with Qn replaced by

Qnal :~ ~tn.1~~92' . [~tn~ll~t~].Qn ~ A2R ~ (L - A2RLIQn (4.9)

As a reault the avar of ;n ia equsl to Pn'YP~, with
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pn ;- ~;n~clg2 , ~;n~~tn-1Qn-1 z R-RLQn-1 (4.10)

Notice that P2 z R- RL, which corresponda to the GLS-estimator in

model (4.1) where 82 is inaerted ín A2(.). If the liait of Pn for n to

infinity exiats it is easy to aee that it ia equal to

P~ ~ R- RL(I - L~ A2RL) (4.11)

In the case where A2 dcea not depend on 92. i.e. L~ 0, we have that Pn ~

R For all n. In that ceae the avar of ;n equsls R~R'. If the weighting

matrix W is choaen equsl to ~ then thia reducea to (A2~ lA2)-1, as one

would expect.

Although the estimators ;n are intuitively appealing and easy to

estimate, they are not fully efficient, not even for n tending to infinity

end for W equal to ~. The choice W~ Y' ia suggested by the fact that the

covariance matrix of u2 ia proportional to ~. This, however, ignores the

fact that the regresaor matríx A2 ia rendom, due to the fact that 62 is

replaced by a conaiatent eati~ator. Within ~odel (3.9) en efficient es-

timator is obtained by meana of nonlinear gFneraltaed least equares

(NLGLS) on model (4.1), with associated avar

{A2[(I - L)M'(I - L'))-lA2)-1 (4.12)

This is just the minimum distance eatimator for (3.9) (or equivalently:

Asymptotic Least Squares, ALS, cf. Gouriéroux, Montfort and Trognon

(1984)). The NLGLS-estimator can be seen to be equivalent to ;m if for W

we choose the optimal weightíng matrix (I - L)Y'(I - L'), where L- L(;) and

í is some conaiatent eatimate of ;. Rather then performing NLGLS in model
(4.1) one can alao apply a Cwo-step estimator auggested by Kodde and Palm

(1985), which ia equally efficient. For the present model the estimator

is:
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T :' IA2((I-L)Y'(I-L)~)-1Á2~-1~2((I-L)Y'(I-L)~)-1é2. (4.13)

where A2 :~ A2(82). One can aee immediately that the eatimator (4.13) is

identical to ;2 deflned in (4.j) if for W the optimal weighting matrix

(I - L)Y'(I - L') is chosen.

5. ESTIMATORS BASED ON (3.8) AND (3.9) JOINTLY

We will r.onaider two estimatora of T based on (3.8) end (3.9)

jointly. The first one is analogous to jn, in that we employ (3.10) to

define a GLS-estímator with 9~ inserted on the right hand side. The second

one employs an adaptation oP the mínimum diatance framework.

To be able to write down the first estimator we need a number of

auxiliary definitions. Firat let ua partition the varíance covariance

metrix of u in (3. 10) as followa:

1

Q: z (Q21 Q22) i fQ21 Q22 J -' (5.1)

where Q22 corresponds to u2 in (4.1), i.e. 422 ~ H-lY'; Q11 correaponda to

the upper part of the vectoc u in (3.10), etc. Blocka in Q 1 are indicated
by superscripts. Furthermore, we defíne

M1(62):z I - A1(92)(Ai(82)Q11A1(e2))-lAl(e2)Q11

~(g2) :: Q22 - Q21A1(e2)(AiÍ82)Q11A1(B2))-lAl(e2)Q12

(5.2)

(5.3)

As before we will follow the convention of omitting arguments whenever 82

is equal to íta true value. Applyíng OLS to (3.10), with 92 on the right
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hand side replaced by 82, yields the following expression for the es-

tiaator ;~ of j(We do not consider the corresponding expression for the

esti~ator of Y):

;~~ z (A2eA2) '{A24"Mlel t A2 ea2}. (5.4)

where A2 :z A2(92). e:a e(e2). M1 :' M1(92).
We Firat note that applying GLS to (3.10) ia ídentical to the

application of O1S to wdel (3.11) if 92 ie taken to be known. In that
case, however, (3.11) is linear in the parsaeter vector ~ and hence (3.11)
is e atendard ayate~ of linear see~ingly unrelated regresaion equations,
with fixed effecta end the OLS-esti~ator is certainly consiatent for
Replacing 92 by a conaistent esti~ator doea not affect that property.

T.

In Appendix I it is proved that under ao~e plausible assumptions

JH(;Q~-;) converges to a aultivariate noraal diatribution with aean zero

and eayr~ptotic varience covariance ~atrix:

Q Q
li~ H. (AZeA2)-lA2{Q21M1~ e(I - L) -~r,~21M1~D1} Q11 Q12

(...).
H~ 21 22

(5.5)
where D1~ àvec(A1)~~92 and where (. ,.) indicatee an expresaion which is
just the tranapose of the expresaion in front of the partitioned ~atrix 4,
except the factor H.

The second approach to estí~ating ; is based once again on ~ini~ua
distance estiaetion. In ter~a of true pareveter valuea, ( 5.4) can be
written as:

f :~ (A2eA2); - A2(p . et} . 0, (5.6)

where t ia equel to 92 and pL ~ 421M191. Teking the vectora p and t es

vectora of auxiliary paraaietera, for which we have consiatent estiaators p

and 92 available, we cen estiaete ; by ~eana of the ~inieu~ distence
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method. To find the avar corresponding to the ALS-estimator we need the
followin~ d~rivmtiv~ms

~f~~;' ~ A2e(I - L)-1A2, ~f~~p' ~-AZ, ~f~~t' ~-A2'e (5.7)

Using these in atanderd formulas, we find that the avar of the minimum
distence esimator of ; is equsl to

~~ H. (A2e(I - L)-lA2)-lA2(Q21M1. e - ~7'~21M11D1}~Q21
~22,-

(...). (5.8)

where (.,.) indicates an expression which is just the transpose of the
expression in front of the partitioned matrix Q, except the Pactor H. Once

again, the minimum distance estimator may be replaced by an equslly ef-
ficient two-atep estimator.

It is of interest to note that for D1 and D2 equal to zero, i.e.

when A1 and A2 do not depend on 82, both (5.5) and (5.8) reduce to

~~ (A2eA2~H)-l, which, exept for the factor H, ia just the lower right

hand block of (A'Q lA)-1, as one would expect. Since we know from a stan-
dard seemingly unrelated regressions argument that the estimator based on
(3.8) and (3.9) jointly is more efficient than the estimator based on

(3.9) only, this also mekes clear that in general one can expect an ef-
ficiency gain from using both (3.8) and (3-9).

6. EMPIRICAL ILLUSTRATION

We illustrate the epplication of the approach discussed so far by
estimating a Linear Expenditure System on the basis of monthly expenditure
data of Dutch households. We first descríbe briefly the computetion of the
GLS-estimates of the reduced form parameters (81 and e2 in the preceding

analysis). Starting point ia (3.3). Mode1 (3.3) ís a system of G-1
Seemingly Unrelated Regressiona (S.U.R.). Since in 13.3) every equation
contains the same set of regressors, the S.U.R. estimation technique is
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equivalent to applying OLS to every equation separately. Mithout further

proviaiona OIS would be very cu~berao~e as it would involve the inversion

of the ((GH~ (GK~1))x(GH~(GK~1))) ~atrix Z'Z, where Z:~ (P, X).

Aa usual one can avoid thia by e~ploying appropriate pcojection

~atrices. Hy pre~ultiplying (3.3) with the (THxTH) projection ~atrix

MP - I,m-P(P'P)-1P'. (6.1)

we sweep out the ~atrix of individuel effects A end we can perfors

"within" eati~ation on the following ~odel:

MPY ~ MPXB ~ MPE (6.2)

It can be seen that lIPY and lIPX have a si~ple structure, for instence:

T T -1
Y11'-i~l{P11'(t~lPtlptl~) Pilyil~}

' T T ' -1
y,~' - F {P.~' ( ~ P~PtH' ) PTHyTH~

}
t~l t~l

16.3)

The expression for MPX ie coapletely analogous. For the other sodels

considered in Section 2 en analogoua expresaion would obtain. Applying OIS

to (6.2) we have

B- (X, MPX)-1X' IIPY (6.4)

Thia esti~ator ia identical to the expreasion for 8 obtained by perfor-

~ing OLS on (3.3) directly. The correaponding for~ulas for A are:

A~ (P'P)-1P'(Y-XB) (6.5)

or
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. T T .
~' F {( F Pthpth~)-lpth(yth~- XTh'B)

T-1 t~l

In terms of section 4 and 5 we have for thia model that

(6.6)

L- ll-b,HIg, OJ. ~r~~21M1~D1 ~ Q21M1[-rAIg. 0~ (6.7)

where both matrices are of order g(GKtl)xg(ClKfl), with g:~0-1. The com-
putation oF the estimates based on (3.9) only doea not involve any apecial
difficulties. The eatimatea bsaed on (3.8) end (3.9) ~ointly, are more
cumbersome to compute. Both M1 and o are very large matricea, so that

storage of these matricea in the computer is impractical. Hence the
evaluation of expresssions involving these matricea requirea careful end
laborious programming.

The data uaed in the empirical illuatration come from a houaehold
penel conducted in the Netherlande by a private marketing research agency.
The aize of our eemple is rather amall: 108 houaeholds. The houaeholda in
the panel recorded their expenditurea every month between April '84 until
December '86. We ignore any posaible selection-bias that may have resulted
From attrition or froe aelective respons. Also we did not take into
account the posaibility that the explenatory variable may be endogenous.
The latter point could ectually be taken care of rather atraightforwardly
while maintaining the basic etructure of the model. (liven that the ap-
plication is purely illuatrative, it did not seem worthwhile to complicate
mattera eny further then strictly neceaeary.

In the analyais only non-dureble gooda are taken into account.
Seven expenditure categoriea have been distinguished: (1) Food, (2)
Clothing and Footwear, (3) Housing (including rente and mortgege
~ayments), (4) Aecreation (excluaive oP holiday expenditures), (5)
~surance, (6) Peraonal Expenditurea, (7) Other Expenditures (includíng
'ical expenditures, gifts and donations).

The explenatory variables are: total expenditures, femily size,
1 group (defined below), N of children aged 0-5, N of children aged
M of children aged 13-17. N of children aged 18~. "Social group" is

as followa: 1: upper class. 2: upper middle class. 3: middle
.:iass, 4: lower middle class, 5: lower clasa. Except for total expen-
ditures, the individually varyíng explanatory variables are only obaerved
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once e year, i.e. in 1984, 1985, 1986. Sa~ple ~eans of the explanatory
veriables are:

fa~. aoc. Nch.O-5 Nch.6-12 Nch.13-17 Nch.18t
aize group

1984 2.26g 3.333 0.269 0.074 0.093 0.074
1985 2.222 3.102 0.167 0.185 0.083 1.787
1986 2.231 3.083 0.139 0.222 0.083 1.787

The expenditures on the seven gooda are observed every ~onth. Below we
present annuel ~eana of the budget sharea.

food clothing housing recreation inaurance peraonal other exp.

1984 0.289 0.097 0.323 0.053 O.o77 0.083 0.078
1985 0.289 0.088 0.343 O.o48 O.o86 O.o72 0.074
1986 0.284 0.094 0.346 O.o51 0.080 0.070 0.076

We present four aeta of esti~atea. They refer to the following ~ethoda:
(I) The two-atep esti~ator defined by (4.13). 1~hia one ahould have the

sa~e eay~ptotic diatribution as the ~ini~u~ distance estinator
beaed on (3.9):

(II) The ~ini~u~ diatance eati~ator for (3.9);

(III) jQ~ ea defined in (5.4). i.e. the estiaetor for the atructural

para~eters obtained by perfor~ing (iIS on wdel (3.10);
(IV) The (3lS eati~ator (5.4) for the case where indívidual effects have

been suppresaed.
For reasons of apace ve only preaent eati~ates of the ~arginal budget
aharea (the ~1 in (2.3)).
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I II III IV

Food 0.019 0.020 0.026 0.050
(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)

Clothing 0.031 0.032 0.027 0.039
(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)

Housing 0.607 0.647 0.583 0.554
(0.008) (0.008) (0.006) ( 0.008)

Recreation 0.027 0.02~ 0.017 0.035
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Insurance 0.068 0.051 0.055 0.0~5
(0.004) (0.003) (O.oo3) (0.004)

Peraonal 0.233 0.205 0.288 0.219
(0.007) (0.007) (0.~5) (0.006)

Other exp. 0.025 0.018 0.004 0.027

The first noteworthy thing about the table is that moat columns
are fairly aimilar, with the exception of the last one, which is based on
the assumption that there are no individusl effecta. The latter assumption
can be teated easily by employing the reduced form model (3.3). Since this
model is linear in parameters any clasaical test can be used. We have

chosen to employ a likelihood catio teat. We find that x2(4494) ~ 10934,
which is highly aignificant at eny conventional level of aignificance. The
standard errors of the expenditure ccefficients obtained by methoda I,II
and III are ell quite small. Although contrary to the approachea I end II
method III dcea not employ an optimal weighting matrix, the fect thet thia
method uses more information resulta in alightly amaller standard errors.
Given the aize of the atandard errora, the difference between eatimates
obtained by methoda I, II and III seeae to be aignificant which would
indicate misspecificstion. Finally we like to emphasize that method III
and the minímum distence method beaed on equation (5.14) are com-
putationally conaiderably more complex than the other methoda. This
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suggests that raethods I and II are probably the ones to be preferred in
practice.

~. CONCLUSIONS

The incorporation of individuel effects in utility consistent
deeand syster.s creates sorae non-standard problees, in particular non-
linear incidental paraeeters. Although in general such problems may
endanger the atatistical properties of estimators, it turns out that in
the context oF demand syatetas the non-linearity can be dealt with rather
easily. Both on intuitive grounds end on the basis of our, rather simplis-
tic, erapirical illustration, the presence of individuel effects seess
likely. Consistent estiriates of the non-incidental structural paraieters
are easy to obtain, if one only takea the liraited inforraation contained in
(3.9) into account. Hence, there dcea not sees to be e predorainant reason
to ignore thera.

In principle, one can gain efficiency by proper treateent of the
individual effecta, i.e. by uaing both (3.8) end (3.9) rather than ~ust
(3.9). The Proóreasing effort involved is considerable, however. Hence
just using (3.9) raay be the raoat practical thing to do.
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Appendix I: Derivations of the avar of ,IH(;G~ -;)
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To derive the avar of ;~~ we introduce an auxiliary parameter

vector p defined as p:~ ~~ 421M181, easuming of course that the limit

exists. A consistent estimete of p is p:~ Q21M191. If we are able to

derive the joint asymptotic diatribution of p end 62, it ia eeay to es-

tablish the asymptotic distribution of ;~~ by means of the b-method

(e.g., Rao (19~3)). So we first concentrate on the joint avar of p and

92.

Note that p is identically equel to zero. We can write

JH(p - p) ~ ~IH421[M1 - M1]91 . JHQ21M1(el - el] (I.1)

Conaider the firat expression on the right hand aide. Define m:~

421M1(B2), and note that the size of 0 ia gm2 x gml, where ml is propor-

tional to H. We can therefore write ó. [~1, `2, .. , OH) and by

partitioning B1 correspondingly rewrite the first expresaion on Lhe right

hand side of (I.1) ea

H
,IH421[M1 - M1]B1 ~ ,~H E {01(92) - 01(92))eli

i~l

Using the mean value theorem we have

(I.2)

~ (t)6
[mile2) - Oi182)~eli ' Ji(e2- 92). Ji :~ ~~i liltLe2 . (I.3)
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where 82 lies between 92 and 92. Ne will use the sy~bol Ji to indicate Ji

evaluated at the true value of 92. Notice that

i~l Ji - ~[;(92)el)~~2 ~ ~[Q21M1(e2)81~~~2 (I.4)

With so~e effort one cen aee that the evaluation of this derivative in the
true parar.eter point yielda:

~CQ21M1(62)e1~~~2 z - [r~~21M1)D1. (I.5)

where D1 . ~vec(A1)~~62. We esaut.e that the lir.it of thia expresaion

exiats for H~. F~rtherwre, aince 82 is conaistent for 92. we have that

~ia EJi- ~i EJi a J. (I.6)

Under plausible asaur.ptiona we now have that the joint

distribution oF p and 82 is eay~ptotically normal with avar equel to

1{ H
421M1

-[r'f~1M1~D1 Q11 Q12 NiQ12 12 0
(I.7)

A~ 0 I ( 21 22, -D'(r9M'4 ) I1 1

Using thia result and rewriting (5.4) as

;G~ ~ (~2~2)-lA2{P ~ ~2}. (I.8)

we find the esyaptotic distribution of ;G~ by a atraightforward ap-
plication of the b-~ethod.
It can be checked thnt in the true para~eter point there holds:

a;G(S ~ (~2~2)-lA2 [I. 0(I - L)~
~(P~. 82)

(I.9)
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Combining this vith (I.7), we find thet JH(;G~ -;) convergea to s mul-

tivariate normal distribution with mean zero and asymptotic vnríance
covariance matrix:

S2 4
~~m H. (AZt1A2)-lA2{421M1. ~(I - L) -(7~~21M1~D1)

Q21 Q22
(...).

(I.10)

where (.,.) indicates en expression which is just the transpose of the
expression in front of the pnrtitioned matrix 4, except the factor H.
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